Since 1980, your solutions for:

Real-time, multiprocessor, parallel boards

System analysis, signal processing, algorithm development

Digital wireless communication
Real-time, multiprocessor, parallel boards: DUNE is active in architectural design, development, integration, testing.

Expertise

Radar and Sonar, Emulators, Acquisition and processing Navigation and tracking Industrial control, Wireless communication, Image processing.

Certifications

ISO 9001
BUREAU VERITAS Certification

Automation department

Via Britannia 54, 00183, Rome, Italy
Tel: +39 06 77203350
Fax: +39 06 97605807

info@dune-sistemi.com

System analysis department

Via Tracia 4, 00183, Rome, Italy
Tel: +39 06 70451252
Fax: +39 06 77200919

www.dune-sistemi.com